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• A •

abdominal pull-up drill. See also conditioning drills
  defined, 281
  illustrated, 281–282
  reps, 282
  steps, 281–282
abdominal push-down drill. See also conditioning drills
  defined, 279
  illustrated, 280–281
  repetitions, 281
  steps, 279–281
accountability, 95
agility, 121
alcohol, avoiding, 82–83
anabolic steroids, 81–82
ankle pick
  defined, 189
  illustrated, 190–191
  steps, 189–191
  from tie-up position, 189–191
ankle pick from a tripod position. See also reversals
  defined, 184
  illustrated, 185–186
  steps, 184–186
appearance, healthy, 73
arm bars. See also pinning combinations
  defined, 226
  double, 228–230
  near-side, 226–228
  arms, in stance, 113
  army crawl, 271
  assistant referee, 62
  athlete role, 310
attacks
  ankle pick, 189–191
  answering with countermoves, 214–217
  back-arch throw, 211–213
  blast double-leg takedown, 204–206
  defined, 187
  determining which to use, 218
duck-under, 207–209
fireman’s carry, 199–201
high (snatch) single-leg takedown,
  202–204
high crotch, 197–199
high-level, 202–206
level of risk, 218
low-level, 189–191
mid-level, 192–201
proximity and, 219
shrug, 209–211
spear double-leg takedown, 192–194
strategizing and planning, 217–219
sweep single-leg takedown, 195–197
upper-body, 207–213
weight class and, 219
authenticity, coaches, 252
Azevedo-Hitchcock wrestling camps, 337

• B •

back arch
  defined, 130
  drill, 290
  illustrated, 130
  steps, 130–131
back points. See near falls
back step
  defined, 127
  illustrated, 128–129
  objective, 127
  steps, 127
  in takedown plan, 127–129
back-arch throw. See also upper-body attacks
  approach to, 211
  back arch, 213
  defined, 211
  illustrated, 212–213
  starting position, 212
  steps, 212–213
balance
  defined, 121
  opponent feet and, 122
balance (continued)
- opponent hips and, 122
- starting position, 125

base-building drill. See also skill drills
- defined, 285
- illustrated, 286–287
- steps, 285–286
- time length, 286

basic movements/techniques
- mastering first, 19
- understanding, 12

benefits, wrestling, 30–31

blast double-leg takedown. See also
- high-level attacks
- blast, 206
- defined, 204
- illustrated, 205–206
- steps, 205–206
- when to use, 204–205

blood time, 58

body position
- in penetration step, 125
- stance and, 111

books, magazines, publications, 251
boosters, 263–264

bottom starting position. See also
- starting positions
- choosing, 140
- coaching, 250
- defined, 13, 138
- goal, 147
- Granby roll from, 178–181
- illustrated, 143
- starting with, 142–143
- steps, 142

brackets, 48

breakdowns
- cross face, far ankle, 150–151
- defined, 14, 144, 148
- far foot, far knee, 151–153
- knee block, 153–156
- scoring, 148
- tight waist, far ankle, 148–149
- from top starting position, 144

- C -
calf stretch, 270
carbohydrates, 84
cardiovascular endurance, 74
cauliflower ear, 36–37
Cejudo, Henry (story), 28–29
Cejudo single-leg drill. See also skill drills
- defined, 304
- illustrated, 304–305
- steps, 304–305
- time length and repetitions, 306
center of gravity, 118
changing-levels-for-penetration drill. See also
- skill drills
- defined, 287
- illustrated, 287–288
- steps, 287–288
- time length, 288

Chertow wrestling camps, 333–334
child needs. See also parents
- after matches, 315–316
- during matches, 314–315
- parental behavior modeling, 312
- before season, 313–314

clothes
- doublets, 39–40
- school wrestling program requirements, 41
- singlets, 39
- undergarments, 40

club teams, 10
coachability, 95–96

coaches
- authenticity, 252
- boosters and, 263–264
- celebration of accomplishments, 256
- charisma, 255
- communication, 256–260
- credibility, 251–252
- dangerous, 317
- duties, 16
- education focus, 255
- encouragement, providing, 255–256
- evaluation, 256
- food logistics, 262
- fundraising, 260–261
- key roles, 254–256
- as leader, 15–16
- leading team to success, 15–16
- lodging logistics, 263
- logistics, 261–263
- mutual respect, cultivating, 254–255
- parents and, 316
respected, 250
role, 310
as role model, 254
running practices, 265–306
as teacher, 16
team effectiveness assessment, 253–254
team inspiration, 254–255
transportation logistics, 262
updated emergency training, 316
volunteers and, 263–264
coaching
basic skills, 250
challenges versus rewards, 243
competition plan, 245
conditioning plan, 247–249
continuing education, 250–251
emotional swings of, 243
folkstyle wrestling, 244
freestyle wrestling, 244
Greco-Roman wrestling, 244
key challenges of, 268
team improvement and, 250
team management, 251–254
training plan, 246–247
wrestling knowledge requirement, 244–251
wrestling styles knowledge, 244
commitment, 325–326, 332
communication
effective, 256–260
expectations, 258
nonverbal, 256
with officials, 258–259
open, within team, 253
with parents, 259–260
practice policies, 257
team guidelines, 258
verbal, 256
with wrestlers, 257–258
competition
dual meet, 48
formats, 48
random draw, 48
in reaching potential, 19
rules of, 11
tournament, 48
competition plan
defined, 245
example, 245
in wrestling success, 331
composure on mat, 330
concentration, 97
concussions, 72–73
conditioning. See also endurance; training
building, 326
frequency, 75
intensity, 75
time, 75–76
type, 76
conditioning drills. See also drills
abdominal pull-up, 281–282
abdominal push-down, 279–281
handstand push-ups, 277–279
hip heist, 284–285
in practice plan, 267
spin, 282–283
conditioning plan. See also training
defined, 247
frequency, 248–249
in-season, 247, 248
off-season, 247, 249
postseason, 247, 248
preseason, 247, 249
sample, 248–249
type of conditioning, 248–249
conduct infractions, 55–56
confidence, 18, 98
conflict-resolution plan, 321–322
continuing education, coaches, 250–251
conventions, this book, 2
cool-down
defined, 76
in practice plan, 267
core strength, in lifting, 131
counterattacks. See also attacks
defined, 187
fundamentals, 188–189
level changes, 188
motion, 188
penetration step, 188
snap down, 214–215
sprawl, 216–217
stance, 188
cradles
cross-face, 234–237
defined, 230
near-side, 231–234
outcome, 230
credibility, coaches, 251–252

cross face, far ankle. See also breakdowns
  defined, 150
  illustrated, 151
  steps, 150–151

cross-face cradle. See also pinning
  combinations; skill drills
  defined, 234, 301
  finishing, 237
  illustrated, 235–237, 301–302
  locking hands together, 236
  repetitions, 302
  steps, 234–236, 301–302
  turning opponent’s shoulders, 237
  when to use, 234

cross-wrist roll. See also reversals; rolls
  defined, 176
  illustrated, 176–177
  steps, 176–178

• D •
decisions, 62

default, 58

defensive starting position, 142

dehydration, 90

diet. See eating
discipline
  improving, 96
  maintaining, for success, 331
  as mental aspect, 96
  as a personal quality, 18
dive roll. See also warm-up drills
  defined, 274
  drill use, 274
  illustrated, 275
  jumps before, 275
  reps, 275
  steps, 274–275
double bar. See also pinning combinations
  defined, 228
  illustrated, 229–230
  steps, 228–229
  when to use, 228
double underhook, 208
double-leg takedown, 192
doublets, 39–40
drills
  abdominal pull-up, 281–282
  abdominal push-down, 279–281
  army crawl, 271–272
  back arch, 290
  base-building, 285–387
  Cejudo single-leg, 304–306
  changing-levels-for-penetration, 287–288
  conditioning, 267, 277–285
  cross-face cradle, 301–302
  dive roll, 274–275
  fireman’s carry, 298–300
  following-the-hips, 289–290
  freeing-the-hands-and-wrists, 292–294
  front roll, 272–273
  handstand push-ups, 277–279
  hip heist, 284–285
  importance of, showing, 269
  lift and return, 294–295
  lift to sweep, 300–301
  lifting, 291–292
  live wrestling, 267
  monkey on the back, 303
  pummeling drill, 296–297
  shadow wrestling, 275–277
  shuffle, 270–271
  skill, 267, 285–306
  spin, 282–283
  upper-shoulder roll, 297–298
  use in practices, 268–269
  warm-up, 267, 269–277
drugs
  alcohol, 82–83
  anabolic steroids, 81–82
  saying no to, 81–83
  tobacco, 82
dual meets
  defined, 48, 138
  starting position determination, 138–139
duck-under. See also upper-body attacks
  defined, 207
double underhook and, 208
  illustrated, 208–209
  steps, 207–208
dynamic stretching, 75, 80
• E •

ear injuries, 36
ear protectors. See headgear
eating
carbohydrates, 84
fat, 85
healthy, 83–88
match-day menu, 88
nutrient replenishment after practice, 87
nutrition and, 83–85
parents and, 317–318
before practices/matches, 86
protein, 84–85
in stress management, 80–81
training and, 87
education
coaches, continuing, 250–251
focus on, 255
encouragement, coaches providing, 255–256
endorphins, 80
endurance
cardiovascular, 74
conditioning, 75–76
cooling down, 76
muscular, 74
training, 74–76
warming up, 74–75
energy drinks, 84
equipment. See gear and equipment
escapes. See also moves
defined, 63, 156
feet-out stand-up, 157–159
reversals versus, 167
scoring, 63
sit-back, 162–164
sit-out, 159–162
switch from the referee’s position, 164–166
when to use, 14
evaluation, wrestler, 256
exercise. See conditioning; training
expectations, 258

• F •

face masks, 41
falls. See also pins
near, 63–64, 225
technical, 62, 65
false start, 56
far foot, far knee. See also breakdowns
defined, 151
illustrated, 152–153
steps, 152
fat, 85
feet
balance and, 122
in stance, 112
feet-out stand-up. See also escapes
defined, 157
illustrated, 157–159
steps, 157–158
FILA (International Federation of Associated Wrestling Styles), 24
fireman’s carry. See also mid-level attacks
arm squeeze, 201
illustrated, 200–201
steps, 199–201
value of, 199
fireman’s carry drill. See also skill drills
defined, 298
illustrated, 298–299
repetitions, 300
steps, 298–299
FITT principle
defined, 75
frequency, 75
intensity, 75
time, 75–76
type, 76
flagrant misconduct, 56, 65
fleeing the mat, 55
flexibility
defined, 78
dynamic stretching, 80
flexibility (continued)  
   improving/maintaining, 79  
   static stretching, 80  
fluids. See hydration  
focus  
   health, 68–73  
   mind, 12  
in wrestling success, 327  
folkstyle wrestling. See also wrestling  
   defined, 23  
   facts, 24  
   matches, 23–24  
   objective, 23  
   overview, 23–24  
   season, 27  
following-the-hips drill. See also skill drills  
   defined, 289  
   illustrated, 289  
   steps, 289  
   time length, 290  
food. See also eating  
   choices, 88  
   logistics, 262  
freeing-the-hands-and-wrists. See also skill drills  
   defined, 292  
   illustrated, 292–293  
   steps, 292–293  
   use of the hands and, 294  
freestyle wrestling. See also wrestling  
   characteristics of, 25  
   coaching, 244  
   defined, 24  
   headgear and, 36  
   international rules, 24  
   matches, 25  
   season, 27  
front roll. See also warm-up drills  
   defined, 272  
   drill use, 272  
   finish, 274  
   illustrated, 272–274  
   reps, 274  
   starting position for, 272  
   steps, 272–274  
   from top starting position, 147  
good base, 168  
Granby roll. See also reversals; rolls  
   defined, 178  
   illustrated, 179–181  
   steps, 179–181  
Granby roll from a sit-out. See also reversals; rolls  
   defined, 181  
   failure risk, 181  
   illustrated, 182–184  
   steps, 181–182  
Granby School wrestling camps, 340  
grand amplitude hold, 25  
grappling. See wrestling  
greasy substance on body, 57  
Greco-Roman wrestling. See also wrestling  
   characteristics of, 25  
   coaching, 244  
   defined, 24  
   headgear and, 36  
   international rules, 24  
   matches, 25  
   season, 27
• H •

half nelson. See also pinning combinations
chest-on-chest position, 224
defined, 221
finishing, 225
illustrated, 222–225
opponent on right side, 223
starting position, 222
steps, 222–225
hamstrings stretch, 270
hand control, 168
hands, in stance, 113
handshakes, 49, 50
handstand push-ups. See also
conditioning drills
defined, 277
illustrated, 278–279
repetitions, 278
steps, 277–278
head, in stance, 114
head and heel. See ankle pick
headgear. See also gear and equipment
characteristics in selecting, 37–38
cost, 37–38
defined, 36
materials, 37
program treatment of, 36
reason for wearing, 36–37
health
concussions, 72–73
focus, 68–73
general appearance, 73
rest and sleep, 70
skin disease prevention, 70–71
health history questionnaire, 34–35
herpes, 71
high (snatch) single-leg takedown. See also
high-level attacks
defined, 202
front leg attack, 203
illustrated, 203–204
single-leg takedown versus, 202
steps, 202–204
when to use, 202
high crotch. See also mid-level attacks
defined, 197
illustrated, 198
steps, 197–199
high-level attacks. See also attacks
blast double-leg takedown, 204–206
defined, 202
high (snatch) single-leg takedown, 202–204
proximity and, 219
as safer moves, 218
hip flexor stretch, 270
hip heist
defined, 168
illustrated, 169–172
steps, 169–171
hip heist drill. See also conditioning drills
defined, 284
illustrated, 284
repetitions, 285
steps, 284
hips
balance and, 122
in moving on the mat, 124
popping, 131
in stance, 113
hydration
defined, 90
before exercise, 91
during exercise, 91
fluids for, 90–91
parents and, 317
after training, 91
water, 89–90
• I •

icons, this book, 5
illegal equipment or uniform, 57
illegal holds and maneuvers, 54–55
impetigo, 71
improper grooming, 57
infractions
common, 54
conduct, 55–56
defined, 53
false start, 56
flagrant misconduct, 56
greasy substance on body, 57
illegal equipment or uniform, 57
illegal holds and maneuvers, 54–55
improper grooming, 57
penalties, 54
stalling, 56
infrctions (continued)
technical violations, 55
unnecessary roughness, 55
unsportsmanlike conduct, 56
injuries
blood time, 58
chronic, 320
guidelines, 58
immediate care, 318–319
overuse, 316
rehabilitation, 319–320
return to play, 320–321
RICE method, 318–319
rules regarding, 57–58
sore muscles, 319
timeouts, 57
treatment by parents, 318–321
in-season conditioning plan, 247, 248
inspiration
coaching, 254–255
wrestler, 17–18
International Federation of Associated Wrestling Styles (FILA), 24

K

Keystone Wrestling (John Fritz) wrestling camps, 339
knee block. See also breakdowns
defined, 153
illustrated, 154–156
steps, 153–155
knees
in back step, 128–129
in level changes, 126
in stance, 112
knee-to-chest stretch, 270

L

lead leg, 116
leadership, servant, 102–103
learning from matches, 107–108
leg scizzors. See also pinning combinations
defined, 238
illustrated, 239
steps, 238–239
when to use, 238
level changes
in back step, 128
in counterattacks, 188
defined, 123
illustrated, 123
important points, 124
knees in, 126
in takedowns, 188
leverage
defined, 119
position, 119
signs of loss of balance and, 120
steps to gain, 119
lifestyle
choices, 80–83
new, creating, 331–332
lift and return. See also skill drills
defined, 294
illustrated, 295
repetitions, 295
steps, 294–295
lift to sweep. See also skill drills
defined, 300
illustrated, 300–301
repetitions, 300
steps, 300
lifting
core strength requirement, 131
going to mat and, 133–134
illustrated, 132–133
steps for, 131–133
technique, 131–133
lifting drill. See also skill drills
defined, 291
illustrated, 291–292
repetitions, 291
steps, 291
live wrestling drills, in practice plan, 267
logistics. See also coaches
food, 262
lodging, 263
planning, delegating, executing, 261–263
transportation, 262
losing weight, 68–69
losses
learning from, 107–108
taking as a good sport, 106–107
low-level attacks. See also attacks
ankle pick, 189–191
defined, 189
proximity and, 219
as riskier moves, 218
simulating, 277

• M •

major decisions, 62
mat
defined, 52
fleeing the, 55
moving on, 124
staying composed on, 330
mat area, 53
match day
good teammates during, 104
menu, 88
walking through, 48–51
matches
bracket, 48
defined, 21
eating before, 86
ending of, 50
folkstyle wrestling, 23–24
freestyle wrestling, 25
learning from, 107–108
parental support after, 315–316
parental support during, 314–315
periods, 49–50
process of, 49–50
stopping, 51
types of, 48
weighing in before, 47–48
meets
dual, 48, 138–139
location of, 29
tournament, 139
mental aspects
accountability, 95
coachability, 95–96
concentration, 97
confidence, 98
discipline, 96
drills, 97–98
goal setting, 99–101
preparation to wrestle, 93–101
self-control, 98
teammate, 101–104
visualization, 98
winning strategy, 104–105
winning/losing, 106–108
mental toughness, 328
menu, match-day, 88
mid-level attacks. See also attacks
defined, 192
fireman’s carry, 199–201
high crotch, 197–199
proximity and, 219
spear double-leg takedown, 192–194
sweep single-leg takedown, 195–197
from tie-up position, 192
when to use, 192
mind
attitude, 31
benefits of wrestling, 31
focusing, 12
sharpness, 31
mixed martial arts (MMA), 32
monkey on the back, 303
motion
in counterattacks, 188
guidelines for using, 118
importance of, 117
in takedowns, 188
use of, 118
motivation, 32, 254–255
mouth guards, 41
movement
agility, 121
balance, 121–122
defined, 117
goals of, 119
level changes, 123–124
leverage, 119–120
mechanics of, 117–122
motion, 117–118
moves
ankle pick, 189–191
ankle pick from a tripod position, 184–186
back arch, 130–131
back step, 127–129
back-arch throw, 211–213
blast double-leg takedown, 204–206
breakdown, 14, 144, 148–156
moves (continued)
cross-face, far ankle, 150–151
cross-face cradle, 234–237
cross-wrist roll, 176–178
double bar, 228–230
double underhook, 208
double-leg takedown, 192
duck-under, 207–209
escape, 14, 156–166
far foot, far knee, 151–153
feet-out stand-up, 157–159
fireman’s carry, 199–201
Granby roll, 178–181
Granby roll from a sit-out, 181–184
grand amplitude hold, 25
half nelson, 221–225
high (snatch) single-leg takedown, 202–204
high crotch, 197–199
hip heist, 168–172
knee block, 153–156
leg scizzors, 238–239
lifting and, 131–133
mastering for muscle memory, 13
near-side bar, 226–228
near-side cradle, 231–234
penetration step, 124–127
pinning combination, 144
preparation, 12
quarter nelson, 222
reversal, 14
ride, 144
short sit-out, 159–162
shrug, 209–211
side roll, 173–175
sit-back, 162–164
sit-out, 159–162
snap down, 214–215
spear double-leg takedown, 192–194
sprawl, 216–217
sweep single-leg takedown, 195–197
switch from the referee’s position, 164–166
takedown, 14
tight waist, far ankle, 148–150
turk, 239–240
muscle memory, 13, 19
muscular endurance, 74
muscular strength, 76

• N •
National Federation of High Schools (NFHS)
weight control program, 46
Wrestling Rules Book, 45
near falls
defined, 63, 225
illustrated, 64
scoring, 63
near-side bar. See also pinning combinations
defined, 226
finishing, 228
illustrated, 227–228
steps, 226–227
success indicator, 228
when to use, 226
near-side cradle. See also pinning combinations
defined, 231
elbow position around neck, 231
finishing, 234
illustrated, 231–234
roll onto side, 233
squeezing elbows, 232
steps, 231–233
when to use, 231
neck stretch, 270
nelson series, 222
neutral starting position
choosing, 139, 140
coaching, 250
defined, 13, 138, 140
illustrated, 141
leading with, 140–141
steps to use, 140–141
NFHS. See National Federation of High Schools
nutrition. See eating

• O •
offensive starting position, 142
officials
communication with, 258–259
referees, 58–60
reputation with, 259
role, 311
scorer, 61
off-season
conditioning plan, 247, 249
staying active during, 322
Ohio State (Tom Ryan) wrestling camps, 336–337
Oklahoma State (John Smith) wrestling camps, 340–341
opponents
knowing, 217
physical condition of, 218
strengths/weaknesses, 217
opportunities, 105
organization, this book, 3–5
overuse injuries, 316

• P •

parents
active during off-season, 322
adding value to experience, 17
advantages of wrestling and, 308
after big defeats, 316
child advocate role, 312
child needs and, 312–316
child nutrition and, 317–318
coaches and, 316, 317
communication with, 259–260
conflict resolution, 321–322
dangerous coaches and, 317
injury treatment, 318–321
after matches, 315–316
during matches, 314–315
overuse injuries and, 316
pleasing, 260
proactive about safety, 316
role, 16–17, 311–312
before season, 313–314
supportive, 16–17, 307–322
underhook, 296
positive attitude
goals and, 330
as wrestling characteristic, 17, 18
in wrestling success, 329–330
postseason conditioning plan, 247, 248
posture, stance and, 111
PPE (Preparticipation Physical
Examination), 34–35
practice plans
defined, 266
guidelines in putting together, 266
sample, 267

steps, 125–126
in takedowns, 189
when to take, 125
perichondrium, 36
periods
first, 49
second, 49–50
start of, 49–50
sudden-victory, 50
third, in tie, 50
perseverance, 326
physical training, 30
physicals. See sports physicals
pinning combinations
arm bars, 226–230
cradle, 230–237
cross-face cradle, 234–237
defined, 15, 221
double bar, 228–230
full nelson, 224
half nelson, 221–225
leg scizzors, 238–239
near-side bar, 226–228, 231–234
from top starting position, 144
turk, 239–240
pins
count for determining, 65
defined, 15, 64, 221
illustrated, 65
scoring, 65
plateaus, accepting, 332
popping your hips, 131
positions
maintaining, pointers for, 285
tie-up, 189
underhook, 296
positive attitude
goals and, 330
as wrestling characteristic, 17, 18
in wrestling success, 329–330
postseason conditioning plan, 247, 248
posture, stance and, 111
PPE (Preparticipation Physical
Examination), 34–35
practice plans
defined, 266
guidelines in putting together, 266
sample, 267

perichondrium, 36
periods
first, 49
second, 49–50
start of, 49–50
sudden-victory, 50
third, in tie, 50
perseverance, 326
physical training, 30
physicals. See sports physicals
pinning combinations
arm bars, 226–230
cradle, 230–237
cross-face cradle, 234–237
defined, 15, 221
double bar, 228–230
full nelson, 224
half nelson, 221–225
leg scizzors, 238–239
near-side bar, 226–228, 231–234
from top starting position, 144
turk, 239–240
pins
count for determining, 65
defined, 15, 64, 221
illustrated, 65
scoring, 65
plateaus, accepting, 332
popping your hips, 131
positions
maintaining, pointers for, 285
tie-up, 189
underhook, 296
positive attitude
goals and, 330
as wrestling characteristic, 17, 18
in wrestling success, 329–330
postseason conditioning plan, 247, 248
posture, stance and, 111
PPE (Preparticipation Physical
Examination), 34–35
practice plans
defined, 266
guidelines in putting together, 266
sample, 267
practice policies, 257
practices
drills to use in, 268–269
eating before, 86
good teammates during, 103
importance of, 265
length of, 268
organization of, 268
replenishing nutrients after, 87–88
running, 265–306
segments, 267
stopwatch use during, 268
stretching to start, 269–270
training plan, 246–247
in wrestling success, 325–326
preparation
gear, 35–41
health, 11–12
mind, 12
moves, 12
practice versus match, 94–96
rules knowledge, 11
sports physical, 34–35
in wrestling success, 327
Preparticipation Physical Examination (PPE), 34–35
preseason conditioning plan, 247, 249
professional wrestling, 32, 308
progressive load, 77–79
protein, 84–85
proximity, in attack selection, 219
pummeling drill. See also skill drills
defined, 296
illustrated, 296–297
repetitions, 297
steps, 296

• Q •
quadriceps stretch, 270
quarter nelson, 222

• R •
random draw, 48
reader assumptions, this book, 3
rear starting line, 142
referees
assistant, 62
functions of, 59
illustrated, 59
jurisdiction, 58
after match, 60
before match, 60
during match, 60
role of, 58–62
in rule enforcement, 60
stopping matches, 51
uniform, 59
referee’s starting position
defined, 141
lining up in, 141–146
starting on bottom, 142–143
starting on top, 144–146
top, 144–146
regular decisions, 62
regularity, strength training, 78
rehabilitation. See also injuries
best results, 320
increasing resistance, 320
after initial pain/swelling, 319
relaxation, in self-control, 98
repetitions, strength training, 77
resistance training. See strength training
respect
mutual, 255–256
treating parents with, 260
rest, 70
rest, ice, compression, elevation (RICE), 318–319
return to play, 320–321
reversals. See also moves
for advanced wrestlers, 178–186
ankle pick from a tripod position, 184–186
cross-wrist roll, 176–178
defined, 63, 167
escapes versus, 167
good base and, 168
Granby roll, 178–181
Granby roll from a sit-out, 181–184
hand control and, 168
hip heist, 168–172
importance of, 168
rolls, 172–178
scoring, 63
side role, 173–175
when to use, 14
RICE (rest, ice, compression, elevation), 318–319
rides, 144
ringworm, 71
risk, attack planning and, 218
Robinson wrestling camps, 334
role model, coaches as, 254
roles
athlete, 310
coach, 310
officials, 311
parents, 16–17, 311–312
referee, 58–62
rolls
cross-wrist, 176–178
defined, 172
dive (drill), 274–275
front (drill), 272–274
Granby, 178–181
Granby from a sit-out, 181–184
side, 173–175
upper-shoulder (drill), 297–298
rules
infractions, 53–57
injuries, 57–58
knowing, 11
mat/mat area, 52–53
referee enforcement, 60
weight class, 46–48, 51–52

safe weight loss, 68–69
safety
environments, 317
parents as proactive, 316
scholastic wrestling. See folkstyle wrestling
school teams, 10
school wrestling programs
clothing requirements, 41
headgear requirement, 36
practicing location, 29
in starting out in wrestling, 27
scorers, 60–61
scoring
escape, 63
near fall, 63
non-pin, 62
pin, 64–65
reversal, 63
takedown, 62–63
team, 65
technical fall, 65
season
folkstyle wrestling, 27
freestyle wrestling, 27
Greco-Roman wrestling, 27
parental support before, 313–314
start of, preparing for, 10
training to prepare for, 73–80
self-control, 98
servant leadership, 102–103
setbacks, accepting, 332
sets, strength training, 77
shadow wrestling
defined, 275
drill use, 276
low-level attack, 277
penetration step, 276
session guidelines, 276
steps, 276
shaking hands, 107
shoes. See also gear and equipment
cost, 39
lace guard mechanism, 39
manufacturers, 38
materials, 39
short sit-out. See also escapes
defined, 159
illustrated, 160–162
steps, 160–162
shoulder stretch, 270
shrug. See also upper-body attacks
defined, 209
hands for control, 210
illustrated, 210–211
opponent’s momentum and, 211
steps, 210–211
shuffle, 270–271
side roll. See also reversals; rolls
defined, 173
illustrated, 173–175
steps, 173–175
singlets, 39
sit-back. *See also* escapes
defined, 162
illustrated, 163–164
steps, 163–164
sit-out, 159
sit-out position
defined, 181
Granby roll from, 181–184
illustrated, 182
skill drills. *See also* drills
advanced, 294–306
back arch, 290
base-building, 285–287
Cejudo single-leg, 304–306
changing-levels-for-penetration, 287–288
cross-face cradle, 301–302
fireman’s carry, 298–300
following-the-hips, 289–290
freeing-the-hands-and-wrists, 292–294
fundamental, 285–294
lift and return, 294–295
lift to sweep, 300–301
lifting, 291–292
monkey on the back, 303
in practice plan, 267
pummeling drill, 296–297
upper-shoulder roll, 297–298
skin disease prevention, 70–71
slams, 294
sleep, 70
snap down. *See also* counterattacks
defined, 214
hand placement, 215
illustrated, 214–215
steps, 214–215
when to use, 214
snatch single-leg takedown. *See high (snatch) single-leg takedown
sore muscles, 319
spear double-leg takedown. *See also*
mid-level attacks
contact force, 194
defined, 192
driving shoulders, 194
illustrated, 193–194
steps, 192–193
specificity, 78
spin drill. *See also* conditioning drills
defined, 282
illustrated, 283
repetitions, 283
steps, 282–283
sports physicals
checks, 35
defined, 34
questionnaire, 34–35
tests, 35
sprawl. *See also* counterattacks
defined, 216
illustrated, 216–217
steps, 216
square stance. *See also* stance
defined, 114
illustrated, 110
moving from, 115
steps for getting into, 114–115
staggered stance. *See also* stance
defined, 115
illustrated, 116
lead leg, 116
moving from, 117
steps for using, 115–116
trail leg, 116
stalling, 56
stance
arms, 113
aspects of, 110
body position, 111
in counterattacks, 188
feet, 112
fundamentals, 111
good, keys to, 111
hands, 113
head, 114
hips, 113
importance of, 109–117
knees, 112
motion incorporation into, 118
posture, 111
proper, parts of, 110–114
square, 114–115
staggered, 115–117
in takedowns, 188
starting positions
  bottom, 13, 138, 140, 142–143
defensive, 142
determination of, 138–139
dual meets determination of, 138–139
neutral, 13, 137–141
offensive, 142
referee’s, lining up in, 141–146
  skills, teaching, 250
  strategy and, 139–140
  strengths and, 139–140
top, 13, 138–139, 144–146
tournaments determination of, 139
static stretching, 80
steps, 271–272
steroids, 81–82
strategies. See also mental aspects
  common, 104
  opportunities, 105
  planning, 105
  starting positions and, 139–140
  strengths, 105
tactic, 330
  weaknesses, 105
  winning, 104–105
strength, building, 326
strength training
  benefits, 77
  defined, 76
  examples of, 77
  progressive load, 77–79
  regularity, 78
  repetitions, 77
  resistance, 78
  sets, 77
  specificity, 78
  workout example, 79
strengths, 105
stress management, 80–81
stretching
  dynamic, 75, 80
  dynamic, in warm-up, 75
  to start practices, 269–270
  static, 80
style, developing, 19
sudden-victory period, 50
support, getting, 332

sweep single-leg takedown. See also
  mid-level attacks
  defined, 195
  illustrated, 195–197
  opponent leg control, 196
  as safe move, 195
  shoulder force, 197
  steps, 195–197
  switch from the referee’s position. See
    also escapes
  defined, 164
  illustrated, 165–166
  steps, 165

T

tactics, strategizing, 330
takedowns
  back-arch throw, 211–213
  blast double-leg, 204–206
  defined, 62–63
  duck-under, 207–209
  fireman’s carry, 199–201
  fundamentals, 188–189
  high (snatch) single-leg, 202–204
  high crotch, 197–199
  level changes, 188
  motion, 188
  penetration step, 124–127, 189
  planning, 127–129
  scoring, 62–63
  shrug, 209–211
  spear double-leg, 192–194
  stance, 188
  sweep single-leg, 195–197
  types of, 14
team guidelines, 257
team scoring, 65
teammates
  good, on the mat, 103–104
  good, qualities of, 101–102
  humility, 102
  integrity, 102
  on match day, 104
  openness to criticism, 254
during practice, 103
teammates (continued)
  pride, 102
  selflessness, 102
  serving through servant leadership, 102–103

teams
  boundaries, 252
  climate, 252
  club, 10
  coach formation of, 252–253
  college, 32
  common vision, mission, goal, 253
  communication, 253
  diversity, 253
  dynamics, 252
  effectiveness, assessing, 253–254
  expectations, communication of, 258
  inspiring, 254–255
  motivating, 254–255
  school, 10
  stability, 252–253
  U.S. National, 32
  winning, 21
  World, 32

technical falls
  defined, 62, 65
  scoring, 65

technical superiority, 25

technical violations, 55

technique, mastering, 325–326

tie-up position
  ankle pick from, 189–191
  defined, 189
  head, countering, 209
  mid-level attacks from, 192

tight waist, far ankle. See also breakdowns
  defined, 148
  illustrated, 149, 150
  steps, 149

timekeeper, 60, 61

tobacco, avoiding, 82

top starting position. See also starting positions
  choosing, 139
  coaching, 250
  defined, 13, 138
  goal, 147
  illustrated, 145, 146
  movement and, 145

  moves from, 144
  starting with, 144–146
  steps, 144–145

tournaments
  attending, 49
  defined, 48
  location of, 29
  setting up, 49
  starting position determination, 139
  trail leg, 116

training. See also conditioning plan
  conditioning, 75–76
  endurance, 74–76
  flexibility, 78–80
  nourishing during, 87
  in season preparation, 73–80
  strength, 76–78

training plan
  defined, 246
  sample, 246
  in wrestling success, 331

transportation logistics, 262

triggers, defining/eliminating, 332

tripod position
  ankle pick from, 184–186
  defined, 184

turk. See also pinning combinations
  defined, 239
  illustrated, 240
  steps, 240
  when to use, 239

  • U •

underhook position, 296

uniforms. See also clothes
  infraction, 57
  referees, 59

University of Michigan (Joe McFarland)
  wrestling camps, 338

unnecessary roughness, 55

upper-body attacks. See also attacks
  back-arch throw, 211–213
  defined, 207
  duck-under, 207–209
  as safer moves, 218
  shrug, 209–211
  when to use, 207
upper-shoulder roll. See also skill drills
defined, 297
illustrated, 298
steps, 297
time length and repetitions, 298
using this book, 5–6

• V •
visualization, 98
volunteers
contact with, 264
defined, 263
managing, 264

• W •
Wabash College (Brian Anderson)
wrestling camps, 341–342
warming up, 74–75
warm-up drills
army crawl, 271–272
dive roll, 274–275
front roll, 272–274
general, 267
in practice plan, 267
shadow wrestling, 275–277
shuffle, 270–271
stretching, 269–270
wrestling-specific, 267
water. See also hydration
benefits of wrestling, 89
loss through sweat, 90
replenishing, 89–90
weaknesses, 105
weight
approval, 46
gaining, 69
losing, 68–69
maintaining, 69
make, 48
managing, 68–69
before match, 47–48
rules, 46–48, 51–52
water loss and, 48
wrestling and, 47
weight classes
by age group, 47
attack planning and, 219
understanding, 46–47
winning/losing
as a good sport, 106–107
learning from, 107–108
World Class Wrestling Institute (Carl Adams) camps, 335–336
wrestlers
characteristics of, 17–18
coach communication with, 257–258
evaluation of, 256
wrestling
advantages of, 308
classes, 10
in college, 32
committing to, 25
defined, 21
determining if it’s right for you, 17–18
folkstyle, 23–24
freestyle, 24–25
fun with, 18
governing bodies/associations, 250–251
Greco-Roman, 24–25
history of, 22
inspiration by, 17
keys to reaching potential, 18–19
location of, 29
mental benefits, 31
as open to everyone, 26
parents understanding, 307–309
physical benefits, 30
professional, 32, 308
questions to ask oneself about, 26
requirements, 22
season, 27
shadow, 275–277
sport of, 21–22
starting in, 25–31
styles, 23–25
taking to next level, 32
in U.S. schools, 24
wrestling area, 52
wrestling camps
advanced, 338, 339
Azevedo-Hitchcock, 337
wrestling camps (continued)
  champion builder, 337
  competition, 338, 339, 341
  elite, 335
  Granby School, 340
  heavyweight, 337, 338
  intensive, 334, 335, 341
  J Robinson, 334
  Ken Chertow, 333–334
  Keystone Wrestling (John Fritz), 339
  middle school team, 339
  Ohio State (Tom Ryan), 336–337
  Oklahoma State (John Smith), 340–341
  in starting out in wrestling, 27
  takedown, 334, 335, 337
  team competition, 335, 337, 341
  technique, 334, 337, 338, 339, 341
  turn and pin, 337
  University of Michigan (Joe
    McFarland), 338
  Wabash College (Brian Anderson),
    341–342

World Class Wrestling Institute (Carl
  Adams), 335–336
  youth commuter, 342
  wrestling clubs, 27
  Wrestling Rules Book, 45
wrestling success
  composure, 330
  mental toughness, 328
  new lifestyle creation, 331–332
  passion, 328–329
  positive attitude, 329–330
  practice, 325–326
  preparation and focusing, 327
  strength and conditioning, 326
  tactics, 330
  training and competition plan, 331
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  youth wrestling, headgear and, 36